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Latin wives international marriage statistics

First, let us take a look at some statistics:

	Latin women born outside of the US marry for the first time at a higher rate than U.S.-born Hispanic women. In 2018, there were 57 first marriages per 1000 never married foreign-born Latin brides. This exceeds the first marriage rate of US-born Latin brides(39), as well as that of white women (52). 
	Over 36% of foreign-born Latin people are proficient English speakers. 
	About 71% of foreign-born Latin have high school diplomas, 17% have 2-year college degrees, and 12% have bachelor’s degrees or more.
	There are seven types of interracial/interethnic married-couple combinations, and the largest of these is non-Hispanic whites married to Hispanics, which increased in 43.2% of counties. The rate of such marriages is the highest in the US. 
	Since 1970, the number of Latin people married to non-Hispanics has tripled.
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So, what conclusions can we draw from these facts? First, it's pretty common for  Latin brides to intermarry—they often start a relationship with men from other countries. Second, they are usually more serious about starting a family and are ready to get married at an earlier age. Most women from Latin American countries also speak English pretty well, so the language barrier will hardly be a problem. A lot of them are also pretty well-educated. That, in part, explains why a lot of western men are looking for a Latin bride—they are pretty westernized, motivated to get married, and cultural and language barriers would hardly cause conflicts.

Why do Latin women become mail order brides—Social & personal reasons

Here are the main reasons why a Latin bride may want to find a husband overseas:

	Machismo. Its impact on society and the institution of the family shouldn't be underestimated. A lot of women from Latin countries note that they would like to marry a man who would truly respect them and remain faithful husbands. 
	Desire to start a family. As we have noted before, many Latin American women start thinking of starting a family pretty early, and their motivation gets stronger over the years. A lot of them know that they have a better chance to find a decent man abroad much faster. 
	Bad previous relationships experience. Some ladies are just disappointed in local guys and believe that western men make better boyfriends and husbands.


Is it legal to buy a Latin bride?

No, it's not legal. There are no catalogs with Latina wives, but there are online dating websites where you can meet hot Latin brides looking for marriage. Here is how it works:

	A single Lain woman who wants to marry a foreign guy chooses one of the dating sites, and a western guy does the same thing
	They meet each other online, get closer
	They start to date online and decide to meet in person
	A man goes to her country a few times to meet her, and then they decide to get married
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Most Latin brides for marriage who have already met their future husbands prefer to apply for a K-1 visa. Note that there are some incredibly important requirements you must meet. You will need to prove that you have an authentic romantic relationship and provide any evidence (photos, videos, plane tickets, message history, etc.), and most importantly, you will need to prove that you've met in person within the previous 2 years. So, there is no way to just pay for a Latin beauty and get a wife—it's really about dating and building a relationship.

How much does it cost to get a Latina wife?

So, though men can't mail order Latin mail order wives, they still need to pay for online dating and trips. How much will it cost? Let's take a look at major expenditures in more detail.

How much will you pay for online dating services?

Most Latin women who really want to find a husband use niche dating websites. Of course, every platform has its own policy and sets the prices. More importantly, websites use different systems—some sell premium membership plans and some use the so-called credit system (a member buys credits and spends them on various dating services, the total cost that a man spends depends on him, too). The total cost of services also depends on how long you are using them. So, it's pretty hard to say how much you are likely to spend, but most men spend about $1,000-$1,2000 during a year.

How much are the trips?

Of course, the prices for the trips to different Latin countries are different, too—some are much pricier, and some—cheaper. Below we provide some average amounts that most men looking for brides in this region usually spend:

	Flights (round trip)—$500
	Hotel (2 weeks)—$700
	Meals (2 weeks)—$200
	Other expenses (transportation, entertainment for 2 weeks)—$300
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So, the total cost of one 2-week trip is about $1700. If you go to this region twice, you will spend about $3,400, so the total cost "of a wife" will be about $4,500.

Is it legal to buy a Latin bride?

So, let's sum everything up and list all the most important reasons why so many men look for a Latina mail order bride:

	Finding a wife in Latin America is cheaper than finding a bride in other countries.
	Latin brides for marriage do want to start a family.
	Language and cultural barriers will hardly be a problem, as a beautiful Latin woman for marriage is likely to be pretty westernized.
	National and personal characteristics (we'll discuss them in more detail below).


The stunning beauty of Latina ladies

With the increasing demand for mail order brides, Latin women for marriage become more popular among Western men. They are smart, hot-tempered, have perfect bodies, and they know how to keep the spark alive in their relationships. And, to be honest, this is not the whole list of their advantages, but it is enough to want to meet them! Here, we will look closely at all these qualities and discuss what traits of Western men attract Latin girls for marriage. On this website, you will find everything you need: from the descriptions of brides by country to the list of reliable mail order bride platforms. So keep scrolling!
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Top websites for finding Latin singles

Do you need advice on how to find your Latin soulmate? Here you will find everything about how to become happy and find your love match. Latin girls are not only beautiful but also have many other advantages. 
LA-DATE	La-Date has around 97,500 visits per month
	You can meet girls from Brazil, Mexico, Colombia, and other Latin American countries
	Convenient search tool with filters
	The dominant age of women on-site is 27-36


205k Monthly visitors1097 Girl's online


Visit siteRead review→
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THELUCKYDATE	Free registration
	You can meet women from Russia, Mexico, Austria,  Brazil, etc.
	The dominant age of women is 24-38
	Unique matching algorithm
	Reasonable costs that start at $2.99 for 2,000 credits



 



52200k Monthly visitors1300 Girl's online


Visit siteRead review→
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LOVEFORT	Connection to a wider network of dating platforms
	Easy registration
	Free features
	Active users on the site
	Intuitive navigation and smart design


105k Monthly visitors1072 Girl's online


Visit siteRead review→
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5 main reasons to marry Latina women

We have mentioned a few traits of Latin women to marry that make them perfect for marriage. Now, we want to present you with a more detailed explanation to create a complete image of these stunning ladies. Here are five reasons to date Latin girls for marriage.
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Beautiful Latin brides are also smart

Being educated is a trend in South American countries, that’s why the majority of ladies are really intelligent. Women from those countries often know a lot and can support any conversation. They are curious and make good life companions. If you want a Latina wife you can discuss many issues with, date a Latin girl.

They are in perfect shape

It is not a secret that women from Latin America are famous for their beautiful curves. There is a reason for that: Latin women like to go in for sports, especially swimming and all sorts of beach fitness. Such an active position lets them have perfect bodies and be physically attractive. And wouldn’t you like to date a girl with a gorgeous body?

Latina mail order wives are fun and adventurous

Life with a Latin wife is always full of fun and unexpected events because these girls know a lot about entertainment, parties, and adventures. As a rule, they are very outgoing and like to go on adventures. Traveling is one of their biggest passions so that you can have a really great time exploring the world together. It is romantic, interesting and exciting. A Latin woman can really bring your leisure to a different level.

They are very different and exotic

You already know that they are very beautiful, but that is not about their appearance. The way they look is very diverse—you can find women with dark or caramel skin, different hair colors, and all types of body shapes. Latin ladies often win world beauty contests and have really exotic features that you can’t resist.

Latin girls are very talented

You may not have noticed this, but you already know how talented Latin girls for marriage are: they are good cooks, singers, and dancers. If you have ever seen the Rio Carnival, for example, you won’t doubt that it is true. The whole continent of South America is very expressive in the most creative way, so women from those countries can surprise you with their talents, and it is a real reason to date a girl from South America.
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What else makes Latin mail order brides and singles look for foreign husbands?

Not all Latin women want to connect their life paths with men from their native lands; some find it more attractive to have an international marriage. We have already mentioned some personal and social reasons, but here are a few more things to consider:

Striving for a better life

The Western world is so successful, and so are the people who live there. Western men are a big interest to women from other regions, and the singles know that they can get a lot of opportunities thanks to them. It is not only moving to other countries, but also the chance for deeper self-development and brighter self-realization. Traveling around the world is one of the main ways to know oneself better, so why not use it? Also, when you have a trip together, it brings some new colors to your love life, for sure.

Latin mail order brides want to be treated to good things

Every woman likes it when her man surrounds her with care and pleasant surprises. Latin women also appreciate harmonious wooing, so they expect to get it from foreign men. As Western gentlemen are considered to be generous with their ladies, beautiful ladies look for their husbands abroad in the search for a better life. For them, it becomes a fairytale that gets real.

They want a healthier environment

As Latin singles care about the quality of their life, they don’t only pay attention to the financial part of the issue. They also care for the healthy environment they want to be in. A regular Latin girl would not mind traveling to a better place where she can see new things, feel better, and know that she is safe and comfortable there. Again, Western men can do that; they can comfort their women with the coziest conditions, that’s why these women like foreign spouses so much—they know that their life and surroundings can change for the better.




How to date online safely?

So, how to find a wife in Latin America online? How to avoid scams? The answer is simple—you need to choose the right dating platform and use it properly. Here are some tips that will help you choose a good website that really connects hot Latino women with western men and avoid common mistakes that others usually make:

	Always consider at least a few options—choose between multiple sites that seem good enough to you.
	Pay special attention to profiles—that's how you can understand if mail order brides on the site are real (use Google search by image to check the photos, low-effort profiles are a red flag).
	Consider the prices. If the site uses the credit system, count how much you are likely to spend on dating a month.
	Remember that a real Latin mail order bride won't ask you for money or gifts—this is not her main motivation.
	Take a look at the search—there must be enough filters to find a perfect match.
	The active community is a good thing, but if Latino women registered on the site send tons of messages to you during one hour, they are likely to be bots.


There is another important point to consider—if the website lets members use video chat or make phone calls, it's a good sign. Otherwise, it will be more difficult for you to understand if you are not talking to someone who just pretends to be a Latin lady for marriage and to start a great, authentic relationship.

Things of Latin girls love

Want to win the heart of a Latin girl easily? Then you need to know what South American brides are into, what they really look for in a man.  So, here is what (and who) they like:

	Confidence.
	Treating a woman with respect.
	A bit of old-school courtship, flowers, good manners.
	Romance.
	People who have at least basic Spanish skills.
	People who know something about their culture.


As you can see, it's hard to say hot Latin brides for marriage are too demanding—just consider this information, and you will succeed.

Things Latin girls hate

But what are they not into? What are the things (and people) they find very annoying? Here is the list:

	Hypersexualizing women from Latin America.
	Fetishing Latin females.
	Men who want to look machos and try to dominate all the time.
	Stereotypes about Latin America.
	People who disrespect their culture.
	Men who say they expected them all to be curvy brunettes.
	Disrespect for their families.


Generally speaking, if you really respect a Latin woman, her culture, and her family, it will be more than enough to make a good impression on her.

What do Latin women appreciate in foreign husbands?

Consider gallantry and education

No one will resist a stylish, gallant, and well-educated man. So your good background, self-development, and upbringing will help you.

Dance and active lifestyle

If you love dancing, movement in general and have an active lifestyle—you're welcome. Latina bride lives and breathes dance. They are daughters of salsa, vallenato, cumbia, etc. and they are never bored because of many hobbies.

Have strong life values

Be honest with yourself and with a girl, and you will find a bride or single lady who really will match you and your lifestyle.

Honesty

Be honest with yourself and with a girl, and you will find a bride or single lady who really will match you and your lifestyle.


FAQ
What are the best countries with Latin brides?
According to statistics on the number of Latin brides who enter the United States for marriage, the most popular and best country to find a wife from South America is Brazil.



What is the average age difference for men dating Latin women?
The average age difference between husband and wife from South America by marriage and dating is nearly 4 years. Latin women believe that older guys are more reliable, loyal, and respectful.



What is the difference between mail order bride services and international dating?
The main difference is that mail order bride services are agencies that introduce single males and females of different countries for the purpose of marriage. While international dating is aimed at people who are interested in both serious relationships and casual dating and flirting.



Are Latin brides expensive or not?
Mail order bride price includes all costs from a monthly subscription to the site from $10-$100, and a trip to her home country from $2,000 up to $12,000.



How to get a Latin mail order bride?
The first step on how to get a mail order bride is to find a dating site. After that, with the help of search, choose your perfect matches, and once you find that woman, start chats, arrange a date, and meet her.



What are the best dating sites to find a Latin wife?
The best Latin dating sites to meet your future bride are LoveFort, LatinWomenDate, and LatinFeels. These sites have a special focus on the Latin region, and provide access to a large database of single Latin girls’ profiles.



How to get a Latina bride to like you?
The main tips on how to impress a Latina looking for marriage is to be respectful and polite, act like a gentleman, compliment her, show her small love signs, and surprise her with romantic gifts.
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 Latinata.com is a review service for finding the best Latin women for dating or marriage from the most popular regions all over the world. Our team has a huge experience in researching and reviewing the best sites in the dating field. We constantly improve our process of websites’ rating evaluation, do our best to help our users to choose the best way to find the love. 
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